ABSTRACT Robust visual tracking is a challenging work because the target object suffers appearance variations over time. Tracking algorithms based on correlation filter have presently attracted much attention because of their high efficiency and computation speed. However, these algorithms can easily drift for the noisy updates. Moreover, they are out of action and cannot re-track when trackers failure caused by heavy occlusion or target being out of view. In this paper, we propose a robust correlation filter that is constructed by considering all the extracted target appearances from the initial image to the current image. The numerator and denominator of the filter model are updated separately instead of linearly interpolated only by storing the current model. Strategies, such as reducing feature dimensionality and interpolating correlation scores, are investigated to reduce computational cost for fast tracking. Occlusion and fast motion problems can be effectively solved by the expansion of the search area. In addition, model updates occur under the condition of a confidence metric (i.e., peak-to-sidelobe ratio) threshold. Comprehensive experiments were conducted on object tracking data sets and the results showed that our method performs well compared to the other competitive methods. Moreover, it runs on a single central processing unit at a speed of 69.5 frames per second, which is suitable for real-time application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual object tracking is the basic research field in computer vision because of its numerous applications, such as in intelligent vehicles, human-computer interaction, and surveillance [1] . In general, only given the location of a target in the initial image, the task is to estimate the unknown target object situation such as position and scale throughout a video sequence. Despite significant improvements have made during last decade, it's remains a challenging problem because of two reasons. First, constructing a robust and discriminative appearance model during the initial stage of tracking is difficult because object representation is obtained from the initial image without any prior information. Moreover, the propagated and accumulated errors during the tracking process will lead to poor performance in long-term tracking. Second, target appearance will change because of deformation, sudden motion, illumination change, heavy occlusion, and target disappearance in the camera view.
Remarkable progress in visual tracking has been achieved in recent years, which is reflected in various papers of improvement performance on the topic and the existing challenges on multiple performance evaluation benchmarks [2] - [7] . Semi-supervised discriminative tracking approaches [8] - [12] are known for their advantages among tracking algorithms. In particular, correlation filter (CF)-based trackers [13] - [20] have attracted considerable attention due to their excellent performance. The advantage of CF-based trackers can be attributed to the following important characteristics. First, CF-based tracking algorithms perform all operation in Fourier domain which highly increase the computational speed. Furthermore, tracking accuracy improves by using the marginal improvement to decrease the noisy Fourier representation. Second, CF-based trackers use numerous synthetic implicit samples for model training and achieve fast training and detection by applying the circulant structure and convolution theory [17] , [19] . Third, Training process of CFs is considered to be a ridge regression problem, where the regression labels generated by a Gaussian function are assigned to the circularly shifted samples of the input image patches. Contrary to the hard labels, the Gaussian labels are assigned with continuous values ranging from zero to one. Although these algorithms have demonstrated impressive performance on several benchmarks, several underlying issues that severely hamper tracking performance exist. First, these methods update their learned models by moving average schemes with high learning rate to handle appearance changes over time. The update scheme leads to a drift during tracking due to noisy updates. Moreover, these algorithms cannot recover from tracking failures. Second, these trackers cannot successfully handle large-scale variations. Existing scale estimation approaches operate by constructing a 3D CF for jointly estimating translation and scale [16] , which is computationally demanding and unsuitable for real-world tracking applications. Third, these trackers may frequently experience the problems of fast motion and occlusions during tracking in an inherently limited search space, which leads to a dilemma in expanding the search area and reducing computational cost for robust tracking.
In the current study, we address the aforementioned problems in terms of several aspects. First, we construct a tracking filter by directly considering all of the previous frames when computing the current model. Then, a dimensionality reduction strategy is used to maintain efficiency, which is also the scheme adopted for scale estimation, as the fast discriminative scale space tracking (fDSST)-based scale variation estimation [21] . To solve the fast motion and occlusion problems, the search area is expanded and the tracker model is updated when the peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSR) [13] , [22] reaches a certain threshold. The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
1) We constructed a cost function with a weighted average quadratic error over the frames which comprises all the previous frames and the current frame. The tracker filter that minimized the cost function was updated using all samples from all the previous frames and the current frame by only storing the current learned models. 2) We used strategies, such as feature dimensionality reduction, correlation score interpolation, and the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel, to reduce computational cost even under an expanded search area. The performance of the tracker remained robust in real time by applying the aforementioned strategies. 3) We comprehensively discussed and compared the proposed algorithm with the concurrent work. Extensive experiments were executed to validate the performances on the online tracking benchmark OTB2013 [6] and OTB2015 [5] datasets. The experimental results showed the efficiency and robustness of our proposed tracker compared with the other competitive methods. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we introduce different trackers that are relevant to our study. In section III, we present our fast tracker with robustifying kernel correlation filter in a detail description. The results of performed experiments are shown in section IV. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, the CFs and CF-based trackers are the methods that we are mainly focus on. For a comprehensive review on these object tracking approaches, the readers can make a reference in [2] , [3] , [5] , and [6] .
CFs are applicable in various fields of computer vision tasks, including object detection and recognition. They have become popular in the tracking community only recently after Bolme et al. [13] published their minimum output sum of squared error (MOSSE) tracker in 2010. By mapping the image data from the spatial domain into the frequency domain, the authors showed that the discriminative correlation filter can be trained efficiently with only fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) and pointwise operations. On the basis of the aforementioned strategy, MOSSE achieved excellent performance on a recent tracking benchmark [5] at a remarkable processing speed. Since then, motivated by the strategy of this method, various efforts have been exerted to enhance the robustness and accuracy in tracking process. Most improvements of CF trackers fall into three categories: application of improved features, scale adaptation and conceptual improvements in filter learning.
As demonstrated in [23] , object feature is an important factor in visual tracking process. An appropriate feature representation can increase the performance of the tracking methods. Henriques et al. [19] extended one-dimensional templates into multi-channels features with HOG [17] . Danelljan et al. [15] exploited multi-dimensional color attributes for visual tracking. Li and Zhu [20] incorporated complementary features to strengthen the robustness of the tracker. Recently, deep network features [24] learned for object detection is popular in visual tracking as a feature extractor. The representations in deep features [25] - [28] , [29] boost the performance in the discriminability and robustness, but the much computational burden is unsuitable for real-time tracking. It is well to be reminded that Danelljan et al. [26] proposed dimensionality reducing strategy in deep features to enhance the computational speed for visual tracking.
To handle object scale variation problem in the visual tracking system, different scale search techniques are applied. Li and Zhu [20] made a strategy of multi-resolution translation filter to achieve scale adaption. Danelljan et al. [16] constructed a 3D CF for jointly estimating translation and scale. Huang et al. [30] integrated a class-agnostic detection method into a CF-based tracker for scale and aspect ratio adaptability. A part-based CF tracker was developed by Liu et al. [31] and the authors designed a Bayesian framework for all the part features to scale evaluate. However, the aforementioned approaches are low in efficiency and computationally demanding. Therefore, to achieve fast and exact scale evaluation in visual tracking remains a challenge.
Conceptually, Henriques et al. [17] , [19] were the contributors who first successfully applied the kernelized formulation as a theoretical extension to the CF tracker. Thereafter, Ma et al. [32] presented that the translation and scale estimation of object in visual tracking operate indepen-dently and the activation of redetection mechanism during tracking drifting enhances efficiency. Ali et al. [33] proposed a heuristic approach comprised correlation, Kalman filter and adaptive fast mean shift to support each other for robust tracking. Recently, Danelljan et al. [29] employed an implicit interpolation model to train filters in the continuous spatial domain and used Fast Sub-grid Detection to achieve superior results on the object tracking benchmarks. Galoogahi et al. [18] , [34] addressed the problem of unwanted boundary effects resulting from learning with circular correlation of implicit patches, the authors proposed that a more discriminative filter could learn from real negative examples which were densely extracted from the background. However, this method imposes heavy computational cost and is unfitting for real-time tracking.
III. PROPOSED TRACKER
In this section, we display a full description of the proposed tracker. For better understanding the proposal, we first provide the tracking pipeline of our approach. Then, we describe briefly the kernelize CF tracker which was applied for the strategies both of the extensive robustifying KCF tracker and scale estimation. We then expand the kernelized CF (KCF) tracker with a robust update scheme. In addition, we provide a whole description of the techniques declared in our proposed tracking, including the fast KCF tracker and adaptive model updating.
A. TRACKING PIPELINE
There are three ordinal parts including model training, object detection and model updating in the overall tracking process system (Fig. 1) . The feature dimensionality reduction strategy is used in the three parts to reduce computational cost. First, we use the cyclic shift versions cropped from the search area around centres to train a 2D translation filters and the multiscale sampling centered at the position to train a 1D scale filter separately (as described in Sections III-C and III-E, respectively). In the object detection process, the location translation filter does correlation with candidate patches in each new frame to find the most relevant location, then multiscale samplings centered the new position are cropped and scaled filter is applied to find the optimal scale in these scale samples. Finally, a simple but useful model updating strategy of our approach is presented in Section III-F.
B. KCF TRACKER
We give a briefly introduction of the KCF tracking method which is utilized for the strategies both of the extensive robustifying KCF tracker and scale estimation. The additional details can be found in [17] . During the training of a linear correlation filter, an image patch x of M×N pixels is first cropped. Then the Circulant Matrix is applied to this cropped image data to generate a quantity of implicit training samples x m,n (m, n) ∈ {0, · · · , M − 1} × {0, · · · , N − 1}. The regression value y can be generated using the Gaussian function. Gaussian labeling significantly differs from binary labeling. Gaussian labeling takes a value of 1 at the target center and decays rapidly to 0 for other cyclic shift samples, i.e., the score y(m, n) is the label of sample x m,n . To find a function f (z) = w T z for detection at image z correctly, the objective function is constructed for minimizing the squared error over samples x m,n . A learning correlation filter w is trained by solving the objective function of a ridge regression problem:
where φ represents the mapping from the original space to the Hilbert space with kernel trick. The dot-product between x and x in Hilbert space can be calculated as
, k denotes the kernel function (e.g., Gaussian), and λ denotes the regularization parameter for controlling overfitting. After mapping the inputs of a linear problem into a nonlinear feature space φ(x), the solution can be defined as a linear combination of training samples:
The solution for the dual form is presented as
where K is the kernel matrix. The kernel used in KCF is permutation invariant, therefore, the matrix K is circulant. It is possible to diagonalize the matrix K in Fourier domain and the coefficient α can be calculated efficiently in the linear case.
where F means the Fourier transform. k xx denotes the kernel correlation of x with itself. RBF kernels are defined
. Gaussian kernel for a useful spe-
we obtain
wherex = F(x),x c denotes the DFT of extracted c-th channel features,x * c is the complex conjugate ofx c , and denotes the element-wise product. The Gaussian kernel is used for image data with C channel features. Notably, vector α includes full of the α(m, n) coefficients. The object appearancex is updated over time. In the KCF tracker, the learned target appearancex and the transformed classifier coefficient A are the two models to be updated.
In detection process, a patch z with the same size x is extracted at the old center in the new frame, and the response scores are calculated as
where k zx = k(z, x) denotes the kernel correlation of x and z, as defined in (4) . Finally, the new position of the object in this frame is located by finding the translation with the maximum value in the response map y.
C. ROBUSTIFYING THE CLASSIFIER BASED ON THE KCF TRACKER
Our proposal method is based on the KCF tracker for the excellent performance in term of its high speed and efficient. The appearance variant of object in tracking make it necessary to incrementally update the object model over time.
In the KCF tracker, The transformed classifier coefficient A and the learned target appearancex are the two models to be updated. It is computationally expensive to update the object model by minimizing the output errors from all previous results. Thus, the tracker updates the models only by linear interpolation as follows:
where t is the frame index and η ∈ (0, 1) is the learning rate. The above models which do not adopt simultaneously all the previous frames to update the current model can lead to sub-optimal performance. In contrast with the KCF tracker, the model update strategy in MOSSE use all the previous frames to update the current model. However, only singledimension feature and linear kernels are applied in this update strategy. In the current study, we employ the model update technique of [13] to kernelized correlation classifiers via multi-channel HOG and color naming features.
To provide a robust update scheme for a learning target model, all the appearances {x i : i = 1, · · · , t} of the target extracted from all the previous frames together with the current frame t are adopted.The cost function is constructed using the weighted average quadratic error between the actual results and desired results over these frames. The simplification of the model training and object detection steps in tracking is possible on the condition of the solution limited with only one set of classifier coefficients α. β denotes the weight that controls the relative importance of different frames that are greater than zero. The total cost function can be expressed as follows:
where
The classifier obtained by minimizing the cost function is of the form: The total model in our proposal method is updated using (9) . The target appearancex t is updated in the same manner as that in the KCF tracker.
Notably, the models can be updated only by using the current image data instead of all the previous appearances.
Simply by storing the current model {A t N , A t D ,x t }, this scheme makes the models of new frame to be updated using (9) . Moreover, it ensures that the computational increase has tiny effect on tracker speed. Similar to the conventional KCF tracker, the learned appearancex t is used in detection step to calculate the response map y for the next frame t + 1.
D. FAST KCF TRACKER
Several strategies are investigated to increase the computational speed of our proposed tracker. Two approaches for increasing the computational speed required both in the training and the object detection steps of the multi-dimension KCF described in Sections III-B are exploited. These approaches contain: the feature dimensionality reduction which lower the computational cost using principal component analysis (PCA) and the fast sub-grid detection with interpolation method in correlation scores.
1) DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
The high-speed in the KCF tracker is attributed to the image data computed in Fourier domain. Identically, the computational speed in our approach is dominated by the FFT. There is a linear relationship between the number of FFT computations and the feature dimensionality, since each feature dimension is required one FFT operation in the tracking steps of training (3) and detection (5) . To increase the tracking speed, we have a strategy of dimensionality reduction. This adaptive dimensionality reduction technique based on the standard PCA can preserve useful information and boost computation speed. However, the smooth subspace update scheme similar to that in [15] is not required owing to the simplicity of the Gaussian kernel.
Through the linearity of the Fourier transform, the numerator A t N (9a) and denominator A t D (9b) of the learned filter
To reduce the dimension of the learned target
D 2 ) projection matrix P t with orthonormal column vectors is constructed using the dimensionality reduction technique, where D 2 is the compressed dimensionality of the feature data in subspace. The matrix P t is applied to generate the new feature mapx t with D 2 -dimensional representation by linearly mappingx t = P T tx t (m, n), ∀m, n. We get the matrix P t by minimizing the reconstruction error of the learned object template.
The indexes m and n range across all elements in the templatex t with multi-channel features. The minimization of (10) is under the orthonormality constraint P t P T t = I . A solution of the optimal P t is obtained by calculating the auto-correlation matrix and doing eigenvalue decomposition.: (11) wherex t is the mean ofx t , the D 2 eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of C t are the columns of P t . The compressed training samplesẋ t = P T t x t are applied to update the filter. The numerator A t N (9a) and denominator A t D (9b) of the learned filter A t are updated separately using the Fourier transformed kernel output U t x = F(u t x ), wherė u t x (m, n) = k(ẋ t m,n ,ẋ t ), instead of u t x . In the detection step of tracking, the test sample z is first compressed by the projection matrix P t . Then similarly to (5) by applying the filter on the compressed target templateẋ t−1 = P T
t−1x
t−1 and the compressed sampleż t = P T t−1 z t , the correlation scores are obtained as follows :
2) INTERPOLATION CORRELATION SCORES FOR DETECTION
In the training and detection stages, the coarse features of samples have a grid stride greater than one pixel, this increases computation speed for the reason that the size of the operated FFT reduces. Consequently, we can compute the detection score (5) only on a coarse grid. An approach of sub-grid interpolation is employed to calculate the detection score in pixel-dense. This interpolation with trigonometric polynomials is especially suitable as the detection score (5) can be efficiently executed by performing the computed DFT coefficients. Letŷ = F(y) be the DFT of the detection score evaluated on sample z. The interpolated detection scores (13) 43306 VOLUME 6, 2018 where i denotes the imaginary unit. To obtain the interpolated scoresŷ t , we expand the high frequencies ofŷ in (5) by zeropadding to the same size with the size of the interpolation grid. The interpolated scores y t are then achieved by executing the inverse DFT of the expandedŷ t .
E. SCALE ADAPTATION MECHANISM
In contrast with the 3D CF for incorporating both estimation of scale and translation presented by Danelljan et al. [16] , we construct a 2D scale feature projection to train a scale regression model using CF.
Let the object size be W × H in pixels and S denote the number of scales. Then, S image patches are extracted around the estimated position. The size of each image patch is obtained by To estimate the likelihood that a target can be tracked effectively, a confidence metric namely PSR is adopted. Generally, PSR is employed in signal processing field to measure peak strength in a response map. Motivated by [13] and [22] , we generalize PSR to our tracker system as a trackable confidence function for a test frame. We define PSR as follow:
where z denotes an image patch for detection; y t stands for typically a output response map computed in the test patch; and φ denote the sidelobe region centred around the peak, which is set to 15% of the whole response map area in this study. µ φ and σ φ denote the mean value and standard deviation of y t , excluding the sidelobe area φ, respectively. Evidently, the function PSR(z) becomes considerable when the response peak is strong. Therefore, PSR(z) can be considered as the confidence of a sample to determine whether it is tracked properly. During tracking, some parts of the target may be invisible due to occlusion or out of view condition, which makes the tracker result unreliable. Therefore, current appearance should not be used for updating. The current appearance and other models should be useful for model updates if the value of PSR is large. The threshold T of PSR is 16 in the experiments.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Here, our Pcakcf tracker is evaluated and compared with state-of-the-art methods on OTB [5] , [6] . First, we provide the parameters and evaluation protocol used in our experiments. Then, we display the quantitative results performed on the OTB2013 [6] benchmark compared with the fDSST tracker because they belong to the same scale estimation method. We also extend a further comparison implemented on this benchmark with the representative trackers. Furthermore the experimental results of the overall performance achieved on OTB2015 [5] are presented to demonstrate the superiority of our Pcakcf tracker compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms. Finally, we execute component analysis to distinguish the contribution of the different strategies in our proposed tracker.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHODOLGY
Our proposal tracker is executed in MATLAB. All the experiments are performed using an Intel I5-5200U Core 2.2 GHz CPU with 8 GB RAM. The parameters used in our Pcakcf method are described as follows: Gaussian kernel correlation sigma is 0.2, regulation term is 0.01, interpolation factor is 0.025, compressed feature size D2 is 21, HoG cell size is set to 4× 4, number of HOG orientation bins is set to 9, scale factor a is 1.02, interpolation number of scales S 1 is 33 and padding is 1.8. All the parameters are fixed in our proposed method for all experiments and videos. In order to get fair and rigorous comparison, our tracker is quantitatively evaluated on OTB datasets [5] , [6] , which contain 51 and 100 challenging image sequences separately. We use two standard evaluation metrics to evaluate the tracking results on the these datasets. The first one is distance precision (DP) which takes more concern on the distance. The DP score is calculated as the percentage of the correctly tracked frames in a sequence, where the Euclidean distance between the estimated location of the target and the ground truth centroid is smaller than a given threshold. To compare the performance of different trackers, in this study, we provide the precision plot where the DP scores are obtained at VOLUME 6, 2018 Crop out the image patch z from I t according to the center position (x t−1 , y t−1 ) and scale s t−1 .
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end if 18: until end of image sequence a location error threshold of 20 pixels to rank the tracking results. The second is overlap precision (OP) which focuses on the scale change of an object, the OP score (success rate) is calculated as the percentage of frames in a video whose overlap rate exceeds a certain threshold. The overlap rate is defined as O = Area(r g ∩ r t )/Area(r g ∪ r t ), where r t is the estimated bounding box, r g is the ground truth bounding box, ∩ and ∪ denote the intersection and union of two regions in pixels, respectively. In the tables, the mean OP is obtained at a threshold of 0.5. The success plot is also provided for the tracking results. The success plot shows OP scores across all sequences with the range of the overlap thresholds vary from 0 to 1. The overall performance for each tracker is ranked by using the area under the curve (AUC) of each success plot. These two different plots are obtained by using the one-pass evaluation(OPE) over all dataset videos. We also compare the tracking speed of different methods in frames per second (FPS) to determine whether a method is suitable or not in real time application.
B. PCAKCF AND FDSST
In this section, the experiments are implemented across all 51 videos on the OTB2013 [6] . We compare our robust tracker (Pcakcf) presented in Section III-C with the fDSST tracker for the same scale variation estimation. Moreover, the dimensionality reduction technique is utilized in both trackers for increasing track speed. Our method, furthermore, applies a PSR threshold to improve the robustness of the update strategy. These two approaches are compared in the mean OP (%) and DP (%). Table 1 and Fig. 2 show that our approach acquires a gain of 3.6% and 4.1% in mean OP and DP, respectively. Including the improvement in performance, our method operates at nearly the same speed with the compared fDSST tracker.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE OTB2013 DATASET
The comparison on the OTB-2013 dataset between our proposed tracker and other 42 trackers is reported in Fig. 3 . These state-of-the-art trackers comprise three categories: 1) the 29 conventional trackers provided in [6] ; 2) some classic tracking-by-learning approaches, such as DLSSVM [35] , MEEM [10] , Struck [11] and TGPR [36] ; 3) the recent CF based trackers, including KCF [17] , DSST [16] , RPT [22] , SAMF [20] , SRDCF [14] , Staple [37] , SCRDCF [38] , Deep-SRDCF [14] and MOSSE. We only showed the experiment results of the top ten trackers with one-pass evaluation (OPE). Although the best performance of the tracker is DeepSRDCF which obtains an average precision score of 84.9% and a success score of 64.1%, the slowly speed at the 0.2 fps is unfit for real-time application. Our proposed tracker takes the second place with a small inferior, performing the average precision score of 84.4% and the average success score of 62.9% respectively. Notably, our tracker runs at the 69.5 fps speed which is more than 300 times that of the DeepSRDCF tracker. Compared to the KCF tracker, our proposal tracker achieved a great gain of 10.4% and 11.5% in the average precision rate and the success rate respectively.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE OTB2015 DATASET
We compared the proposal approach with other nine representative trackers: SAMF [20] , DSST [16] , KCF [17] , TGPR [36] , fDSST [21] , MUSTer [39] , LCT [32] , CSK [19] and STC [40] . The experiments are extended on OTB2015 with 100 sequences which is more challenging. To achieve quantitative results for the compared methods, we employ three evaluation criterions, namely, one-pass evaluation (OPE), temporal robustness evaluation (TRE), and spatial robustness evaluation (SRE), which are shown in Fig. 4 . We follow the protocol and display the DP scores at a threshold of 20 pixels and OP scores at a threshold of 0.5 overlap rate. As shown in Table 2 , our proposal approach performs favorably against the compared methods in terms of the mean distance precision and the mean overlap precision. Table 2 presents the experimental results of compared methods. Compared to the LCT and MUSTer tracker, our proposal tracker obtains a lightly better performance both in mean DP and mean OP with a much higher tracking speed. It also shows that the KCF tracker achieves a mean DP of 69.6% and a mean of OP of 55.1% with the sixth place both in precision rate and success rate, for this method employs a kernelized CF for translation estimation, The SAMF tracker obtains a mean OP of 67.4% and a mean DP of 75.1%, the significant gain of 12.3% in success rate compared with the KCF tracker due to a multi-resolution filter approach for scale estimation in SAMF tracker. The DSST tracker, which is the first to construct a separate 1D scale correlation filter for scale estimation, obtains a mean DP of 69.5% and a mean of OP of 53.7%. The fDSST tracker, which improves the computational speed of the DSST method using the feature dimensionality reduction technique, obtains a mean DP of 72.2% and a mean of OP of 66.2%. In contrast with the SAMF tracker and the fDSST tracker, our Pcakcf approach is based on learning a robust correlation filter by training the samples from all previous frames, while exploiting a simple but efficiency scale filter for scale estimation that is similar to fDSST method. Our tracker outperforms fDSST by 5.5% and SAMF by 2.6% in terms of mean DP. Similarly, the highest mean OP score of our tracker shows the superiority over the existing trackers. Notably, our proposal operates in real time (68 in mean FPS) including the superior performance both in precision rate and success rate. Fig. 4(d) displays the success plot of OPE to the trackers for comparison. In this legend, the success rate is reported using AUC score for each tracker over all the 100 sequences in the dataset, all the trackers in this comparison are ranked to show their performances. Obviously, our approach takes the first place with an AUC score of 58.3% which outperforms the other nine trackers. It is noteworthy that our method obtains a gain of 10.6% and 3.4% in AUC score compared with the KCF and the fDSST track separately.
E. ATTRIBUTE-BASED EVALUATION
The performance of a tracker can be affected by serval factors in visual tracking system. To describe the various challenges, 11 different attributes, namely: scale variation, illumination variation, out-of-plane rotation, occlusion, background clutter, deformation, motion blur, fast motion, in-plane rotation, out of view and low resolution, are adopted to annotate the sequences on the OTB dataset. Using these attribute, we evaluate the performance of trackers in different aspects. In Tables 3 and 4 , the attribute-based evaluation results are displayed in terms of distance precision and overlap success on OTB2015. Table 3 lists the DP scores at a threshold of 20 pixels for the 11 attributes. For the better understanding, we show the results of only top 10 methods on the OTB 2015 dataset. Our approach presents superior results in 8 out of 11 attributes and takes second place on the attributes of illumination TABLE 3. DP scores at a threshold of 20 pixels over all attributes on the OTB2015 dataset. Best results are displayed in red, second best: blue (for our approach only). variation, in-plane rotation and low resolution with scores of 0.779, 0.781 and 0.750, respectively, which are slightly lower than the top-ranking algorithm. Table 4 shows the AUC scores for the 11 attributes. Furthermore, our approach outperforms existing trackers on the 9 attributes. In the sequences annotated with attributes, namely, scale variation, out-of-plane rotation, occlusion, and out of view, our method outperforms the adaptive feature dimensionality reduction technique based on the fDSST tracker in terms of distance precision scores at a threshold of 20 pixels by 7.1%, 9.7%,12.3%, and 11%, respectively, and in AUC scores by 4.0%, 4.9%, 8.8%, and 7.3%, separately. These results show that our tracker achieves superior performance in the scenarios with occlusion and out of view while accurately estimates object with scale variation.
F. COMPARISON OF ROBUSTNESS TO INITIALIZATION
Visual tracking can be sensitive to initialization. To evaluate robustness to initialization, we followed the protocol proposed in [6] . Two different initialization criteria, namely, TRE and SRE, were employed. For TRE performance, each sequence is partitioned into 20 segments, then tracker is evaluated by initializing at different frames with the ground truth bounding box. In the case of SRE, SRE is performed by adding some slight perturbation to the ground truth bounding box in the first frame. A tracker is calculated on each sequence with 12 different initializations including four scale shifts and eight spatial shifts. We refer to [6] for additional details.
The experimental results of the robustness evaluation are presented in Fig. 4 . In the precision plots for TRE and SRE, our approach performs favorably compared with the existing approach, with scores of 0.779 and 0.748, respectively. Similarly, in the success plots for TRE and SRE, our tracker takes the top place, with scores of 0.600 and 0.524, respectively, which are better than those of the SAMF and MUSTer tracker. Notably, for increasing computational speed, the fDSST tracker employs a strategy to reduce feature dimensionality using PCA. In summary, our approach performs excellent with a consistent gain compared with the fDSST tracker in the four evaluations.
G. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
We compared our proposed method with other four stateof-the-art trackers: SAMF [20] , fDSST [21] , KCF [17] and TGPR [36] . The ten sequences in Fig. 5 used in this study include various challenges, such as background clutter, illumination variation, occlusion, motion blure and scale variation. Moreover, the center location errors (CLEs) obtained by the five trackers on the ten videos are presented in Fig. 6 . CLE is defined as the Euclidean distance between the ground truth and estimated centers.
In the sequences couple and soccer, the main challenge is to handle background clutter with target scale variation. Among the existing trackers, only Pcakcf tracks the target in both videos with a low location error and a high overlap ratio. The compared trackers are prone to drifting and exhibit a high CLE. These trackers also fail to handle the occlusions and significant clutter in these two sequences. In these two sequences our tracker not only track the target properly but also handle the scale changes accurately.
In the singer1 and shaking sequences, most of approaches fails to detect the target due to the indoor lighting condition and scale variation. Again, our approach obtains satisfactory performance with a low CLE and demonstrates robustness in these scenarios. Furthermore, our tracker is able to keep tracking the target correctly throughout the sequences with an accurate scale variation estimate.
In the jogging-1 and tiger2 sequences, the compared trackers struggle due to the heavy occlusion condition and target deformation, whereas our tracker can robustly handle these factors with a relatively low CLE. Although our approach and SAMF nearly have the same result in the jogging-1 sequence, our tracker is more robust than the SAMF tracker in the tiger2 video. The good performance is owed to the application of an expanded search area in our tracker.
In the sequences dog1 and liquor, most of the compared trackers are capable of estimating scale variations. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 5. Tracking of bounding boxes produced by our proposed tracker and the fDSST [21] , SAMF [20] , KCF [17] , and TGPR [36] trackers on several key frames of ten challenging sequences (from left to right,from top to bottom: couple, dog1, jogging-1,liquor, shaking, singer1, soccer, tiger2, girl2 and jumping). However, the high CLE shows that these trackers suffer from a significant scale and translation drift in the presence of rotating motions and fast scale changes. Both our tracker and fDSST tracker can accurately estimate the target translation and scale despite the aforementioned factors.
In the sequences girl2 and jumping, the motion blur is the main challenge for these trackers. The CLE shows that these compared trackers are prone to drift and fail to maintain longterm tracking. However, our proposal tracker can recover from tracking failures in both sequences. Furthermore our tracker can cope with the target deformation in the girl2 videos and the fast motion in the jumping videos respectively during the correctly tracking.
H. COMPONET ANALYSIS
To demonstrate the contribution of the different component used in our approach, we also execute component analysis. First, we performed four trackers based on the our robust KCF tracker with scale estimation strategy by individually integrating multiple features: the tracker with a searching padding which is set to 1 as the padding size of KCF (namely, RkcfScaleS1), multiple features with the a expand search area where the padding is set to 1.8 (namely, RkcfScale); low dimensional features using PCA strategy (namely, PcaRkcfNopsr) and our proposal tracker with model updating strategy (namely, Pcakcf). The comparative results are presented in Fig. 7 . The comparisons show that, compared to the KCF tracker, the performance of RkcfScaleS1 integrated multiple features has only a slight decrease in mean DP scores but a gain of 3.9% in success rate scores because of the limited training samples generated by the small searching area. With the expansion of searching area, the performance of RkcfScale tracker has improvement in precision rate and success rate by 6.2% and 9.0% respectively. Thanks to the dimensionality reducing strategy, the PcaRkcfNopsr tracker has a gain of 51.6% in tracking speed with a slight decrease in performance. The contribution of the model updating strategy applied in the Pcakcf tracker is the improvement 3.1% in precision rate and 2.0% in success rate respectively. Then we draw the conclusions that the major contribution to the improvement of our proposal performance is the robustifying classifier with the expansion of searching area. The fast speed of our tracker comes from the feature dimension reducing strategy. Our model updating method can also effective in the tracking system.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we proposed a robust classifier constructed by considering all the extracted appearances of a target from the first frame to the current frame, which was updated only by storing the current model. Furthermore, we investigated strategies to reduce the computational cost of our tracking approach, which allowed us to use a large target search space for learning and detection without sacrificing real-time performance. Finally, the qualitative and qualitative results clearly demonstrated that our approach provided improvement over the fDSST tracker and other representative trackers. Extensive experiments results showed that our method exhibited promising performance in terms of accuracy and robustness. The component analysis presented the effectiveness of the proposed strategies. He has completed and participated more than 90 projects, including the National 863 Project, the National Natural Science Foundation Project, the national major projects, international cooperation projects, provincial key projects, and the province fund cooperation projects. He has published 248 papers, 22 patents, and two textbooks. His research interests include amphibious flying machine, intelligent robot, industrial image processing, automation and industrial robot, electromechanical integration, and advanced sensor technology. 
